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“Content precedes design.
Design in the absence of
content is not design. It’s
decoration.”
Jeffrey Zeldman
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About Shape
Effects
Another important component of using and designing with shape involves
adding Shape Effects.
Shape Effects are an easy
and fast way of giving
shapes a quality, graphicdesign kind of look. Even
the most boring solid color
shapes look a lot better
with Bevel added, for example. Let’s look through
the various effects and try
them out. I’ll recommend
specific settings along the
way that we’ve agreed upon as universal standards to guide visual language projects we work on.
Shape Effects are available on the Drawing Tools
Format tab by clicking the
Shape Effects button. As
usual, you must have a
shape selected before effects are active and available. Be sure to locate the
proper tools as shown in
this screenshot. The “text
tools” to the right of the
“shape tools” look and
work similarly, but apply
to text WITHIN shapes
rather than the overall
shape appearance.
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Bevel
A Shape Effect you’ll
probably apply frequently is called Bevel.
Bevel adds a 3-D look to
a shape. It offers an ideal
way of making navigation buttons, giving them
a sculpted look so they
appear “clickable.” The
buttons here have Bevel
Width and Height values
defined as 3pt—settings
we’ll deal with in a moment.

To add a Bevel effect,
again make sure the
shape is selected. Click
the Shape Effects button
on the Drawing Tools
Format tab, hold the
cursor over Bevel, and
then on the menu that
appears, click directly on
the 3-D Options link at
bottom.
If working in a former
version of PowerPoint,
you’ll see a floating dialog box full of tabs—all of
which feature shape-related tools—with the currently active tab labelled
3-D Format. In 2013, on the other hand, you‘ll see a group of task panes
at right featuring essentially the same tools, but arranged differently. In
your case, the Effects tab will be active.
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Either way, you are now
looking at Bevel-specific
tools. To add a Bevel, click
the Top Bevel button and
add a desired style. Most
of the time I use the upperleft style called Circle.
Click that option.
By default, PowerPoint sets
a size of 6pt bottom and
top. Those values refer to
the amount of curvature
that appears around the
shape’s outer border. Generally these default values
work well but I typically
decrease them to 3pt if the
object is smaller than 1
inch, as is true with small
navigation buttons. Oh,
and be sure to take off the
shape’s Outline if adding
a Bevel. An outline only
detracts from the Bevel’s
graceful appearance.
The greatest mystery in
the world revolves around
what the heck the Bottom
Bevel area does. As far as I
can tell, it does absolutely
nothing and has been equally useless for three versions of PowerPoint to
date. Don’t bother putting any values there.
Bevels can be made fancier by adjusting lighting values and other settings. These options are fun to play with but are overkill for our purposes.
A basic Bevel does the job. Be sure to add a Bevel to the gradient shapes
we made earlier, the ones used for platform navigation. That extra touch
gives them a finished look. Note that this Bevel effect is basically identical
to the one available for pictures.
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Shadow
Adding a Shadow Effect
to a shape is sometimes
helpful, if the shape
must stand out from the
slide’s background or
from other shapes. Click
the Shape Effects button
and hold the cursor over
Shadow. Click on Shadow Options at the bottom (or click the Shadow
button if the Format
Shape dialog box—or
pane—is still open).

I typically choose the
Offset Diagonal Bottom
Right Preset option and
then further adjust Shadow settings according to
the shape’s size. As with
Bevel, Shadow settings
here are similar to ones
that apply to pictures as
well.
If your shape sits on top
of a busy background,
shadow is really important as a way of setting
apart the shape from the
strong back colors. Sometimes you’ll decrease the shadow’s transparency to make it stronger. The default Transparency is 60%. You’ll bring
that down to somewhere around 30%. With bigger shapes, also consider
increasing the Distance and Blur values to expand the shadow outwards.
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Glow
PowerPoint Glow Effects
are essentially worthless.
They look awful. Don’t
bother applying them.
But, I made an interesting
discovery a while back. You
can get a better Glow Effect
in an ironic way. Try using
a Shadow Effect instead
and make the shadow color
white instead of black. That
strategy creates a more
real-looking glow than the
Glow Effect itself.
Better yet, leave the Glow
Effect in place and then
add a white Shadow Effect
on top of it. With a little
playing around, you’ll be
able to approximate the
kind of glows possible in
Photoshop.
By “playing around,” I
mean setting the Shadow
Preset to Offset Center and
then decreasing the Shadow Transparency to 0%
and increasing the Shadow
Blur amount. Leave the
Shadow Size alone. Keep the Angle at 0 and the Distance at 0pt.
Then adjust the Glow Effect as well, substantially increasing its Transparency and decreasing its Size to provide a subtle fading-out look.
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Reflection
Be careful. There’s a
tendency to overuse the
Reflection Effect. Reflection gives objects a nice
look when applied sparingly, but overuse leads
to presentation materials
with a cheesy, tacky feel.
Honestly, I rarely use
this particular effect and
encourage you to do the
same.

More than likely you’ll
see it applied more to
pictures than shapes.
Even so, a little bit of this
glitz quickly becomes too
much. Emphasize your
message more than the
showy effects.
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3-D Rotation
3-D Rotation Effect is
another techy-looking
option that can be beneficial, but again only in
moderation. For example, I
like applying this effect to
two-dimensional images of
documents or book covers,
to create the impression of
a more realistic three-dimensional look—such as a
framed picture or a physical object like a book.

It’s rather hard to imagine
how one would use this
effect with shapes in any
kind of practical way for
communicating visually
... but I’ve found a few,
believe it or not. You might
come up with something
yourself. Messing around
enough with the effect settings does allow making
a shape that resembles an
iPad, for what that’s worth.
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Soft Edges
Finally, the Soft Edges Effect comes in handy with shapes in a variety
of situations. It opens up artistic possibilities, especially when combined
with transparency. As usual, the Soft Edges functionality here is similar
to the one for pictures. Most PowerPoint special effects do, in fact, apply
equally well to both shapes and pictures.
Think back to the last
chapter where we used a
Path gradient combined
with transparency inside
a shape to make text
more readable on top
of a busy background.
It’s possible to make the
same kind of fuzzy, seethrough shape using Soft
Edges instead of a Path
gradient.
In the example shown
here, I layered such
shapes to form a customized decorative background. The initial black
background was covered
with two very large oval,
semitransparent shapes
offset from each other
and rotated. After starting the slide show, the
portions of shapes outside the Slide Pane don’t
display of course and you
see nothing but pleasant
glow colors behind the
object.
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Those shapes could have been made with a gradient, as mentioned, but I
recommend applying a Soft Edges effect as an alternative—that is, presuming you have PowerPoint 2010 or higher. Soft Edges don’t work as
well in 2007.
The Soft Edges effect lets
you fuzz out the edge of
a shape. In PowerPoint
2010 and onward there is
considerable control over
how “soft” the shape’s
edge becomes. It can be
quite nicely fuzzy, providing a perfect glow look for
decoration or layered color
behind text. Let’s try it.
Make an oval shape on a
slide. Obviously you need
to remove the shape’s
Outline. Having a fuzzy
edge coupled with an Outline wouldn’t make much
sense.
Give the shape a white Fill.
With the shape selected,
click the Shape Effects
button on the Drawing
Tools Format tab. Hold
the cursor over the Soft
Edges choice and then
click Soft Edge Options at
the bottom. Finally move
the Size slider in the Soft
Edges area to the right and
observe the results. Moving
the slider all the way to the right makes the fill almost disappear entirely
in small shapes. Larger shapes retain more solid color in the middle.
Adjust the slider until a desired amount of color is visible. Also consider
adjusting the shape’s overall transparency.
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